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The low hanging fruit is gone. We are in 
the world of complex nonlinear systems 

(e.g. the human body...)
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Pfizer halts 
torcetrapib

Not long after torcetrapib 
demise, Pfizer announced that it 
was cutting 10,000 jobs. The 
company spent $800 million 

developing the drug.

Timeline of Pfizer's Torcetrapib
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Target-based approaches may not be optimal

From Swinney and Anthony. How were 
new medicines discovered? Nat Rev Drug 

Discov (2011) 10 507–519

From Kaitin. 
Deconstructing the drug 

development process: 
the new face of 
innovation. Clin. 

Pharmacol. Ther (2010) 
87 356 361



Ekins S, Williams AJ, Krasowski MD, et al. In silico repositioning of approved drugs for rare and neglected 
diseases. Drug Discov Today 2011; 16:298–310

Finding new uses for old drugs
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Keit Haring, Untitled 1986Ursus Wehrli Tidying Up Art 2003
http://www.ted.com/talks/ursus_wehrli_tidies_up_art.html

Cartesian rationalism, the essence of reductionism: 
1. Analysis Break down complex problem in simpler problems  
2. Solve simpler, partial problems were solved
3. Synthesis allows the comprehension and resolution of the initial 
complex problems as a result of the combination of the partial results. 

What is Systems Biology?
Aristotle (Metaphysics, book 8, 1045a, 8-10) “The whole is something 
over and above its parts, and not just the sum of them all.”
 
Jan Smuts coined the term holism to refer to this principle, according to 
which the comprehension of systems as a whole is irreducible.

Omics produce partlists

From Medina MA. Systems biology for molecular life sciences and its impact in biomedicine. Cell Mol Life Sci 2012; 70:103
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System
network of interconnected and 

mutually dependent components 
that constitute a unified whole

hierarchical
structure

structure maintained 
through interrelationship 
between its components

dynamic, thermodynamically 
open system 

Kitano H. Systems biology: a brief 
overview. Science 2002; 295:1662
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Complex Networks
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large-scale computational approach that 
simulates three-dimensional binding between 
existing drugs and target proteins to predict 

novel drug-target interactions

Drug repositioning strategies

Li Y, An J, Jones S. A Computational Approach 
to Finding Novel Targets for Existing Drugs. 
PLoS Computational Biology 7:e1002139



Hu G, Agarwal P. Human disease-drug 
network based on genomic expression 

profiles. PLoS ONE 2009; 4:e6536



Sanseau P, Agarwal P, Barnes MR, et al. 
Use of genome-wide association studies 
for drug repositioning. Nat Biotechnol 

2012; 30:317–320



Yang L, Agarwal P. Systematic drug 
repositioning based on clinical side-
effects. PLoS ONE 2011; 6:e28025



Modeling complex systems through networks

Gorochowski et al. Evolving dynamical networks: A formalism 
for describing complex systems. Complexity (2012) 17 3 18-25 



selective drug (clean drug)

promiscuous (dirty) drug

Clean drugs or dirty drugs?



drug-protein network

“magic shotgun” drug able to bind multiple 
targets with low specificity

network-based drug design

Not a bug but a feature

Polypharmacology: Drugs are not specific, 
they target more than one entity. 

This is not the exception but the rule

Zanzoni et al. Network medicine approach to 
human disease. FEBS Lett (2009) 583 1759–1765



drug-protein network Exploit polypharmacology to:

• the identification new drug targets
• find new potential drugs with selective 

polypharmacology profiles
• elucidate optimal strategies of direct 

interference with several points in the same 
pathway, that can assist new therapeutical 
approaches



From Janga and Tzakos. Structure and organization of drug-target networks: insights 
from genomic approaches for drug discovery. Mol Biosyst (2009) 5 1536–1548



From Nussinov R, Tsai C-J, Csermely P. Allo-network drugs: harnessing allostery in cellular networks. Trends Pharmacol Sci 2011; 32:686–693



Can domains be drug targets?





 Score(dD) = N(dD) · I(dD)

número de veces que aparece dD

I(dD) es la información asociada a que aparezca dD

I(dD)=-log2P(d,D) probabilidad de que d y D 
aparezcan asociados 

P(d,D) = p(d) · p(D) = (nd/∑d) · (nD/∑D)

nd y nD son el número de veces que aparece cada d y cada D respectivamente 



for each dD

shuffle protein list get random dD network

compute score for dD 

score
random score1,...,random score25⎬⎨

stdev p-valdD
t-test. 

Null hypothesis: score 
belongs to random 
scores distribution

average random score



drugs targets pairs drug average 
degree

target average 
degree

dDPFAM 1535 223 2846 1.85 12.76

dDCATH 1441 175 2829 1.96 16.17

dP subnet PFAM 1535 2236 6562 4.27 2.93

dP subnet CATH 1441 2309 6673 4.63 2.89

dP 5531 3580 12754 2.30 3.56

Drug-target bipartite networks. 
Drugs are colored in red, and targets 

(proteins in dP networks or domains in dD 
networks) are colored in blue. A and C are the 
CATH and PFAM dD networks, respectively. B 
and D are the dP subnetworks containing the 
same drugs as A and C, respectively.



drug-drug projections

PFAM coverage CATH coverage

dD CATH dP CATH dD PFAM dP PFAM

Heterogeneity 0.61 0.89 0.46 0.84

Cluster coefficient 0.96 0.83 0.97 0.85
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Phosphorylase Kinase; domain 1
Phosphotransferase domain 1
Rhopdopsin 7-helix transmembrane proteins
Trypsin-like serine protease
Retinoid X Receptor
Erythroid Transcription Factor GATA-1, subunit A
Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel transmembrane pore, Chain B
2.70.170.10
P-loop containing nucleotide triphosphate hydrolases
Voltage-gated potassium channels. Chain C
165 other domains
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Protein kinase domain
Rhodopsin-like receptors
Trypsin
Zinc finger, C4 type
Ligand-binding domain of nuclear hormone receptor
Ligand-gated ion channel
Neurotransmitter-gated ion-channel ligand binding domain
Ion transport protein
215 other domains

CATH

PFAM

druggable domains

From Hopkins & Groom. The druggable genome.  
Nat. Rev. Drug Discov. (2002) 1 727–730.

Domain definition at protein families 
level identify druggable targets



Drug degree distributions in the dD (filled bars) and dP (empty bars) bipartite networks. PFAM, upper panel. CATH, lower panel.

these domains are in the same proteins

k=2
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